TABLET

NoteCase Rome
Case size

Space for tablets

Tablet type

Max tablet size. incl. connector

Sync / Charge

Medium

16

Mini tablets

160 x 220 x28 mm

NoteSync2 - LCD display

Charge and synchronise 16 mini tablets quickly and at the same time!
- NoteCase is a robust portable case easy to move around, designed for 16 iPad mini´s, but fits all USB-chargeable mini tablets of a similar design.
- Supplied with NoteSync2, the cases provide charging, syncing and secure storage for up to 16 devices, with space for your Mac or laptop. EXTRA room for mini tablets with covers!
- As an option NoteSync2 can be delivered with an LCD display that enables you to track the charging and syncing process of each mini tablet
connected to your master laptop though a USB port. The LCD panel operates in 3 modes: charge, sync or neutral.
- To ensure maximum security, if a device connected to NoteSync2 is removed unauthorized, a sound alarm will be activated. Charging at maximum power (2,1 Amp.) ensures a fast charge and protects tablet batteries.
- Synchronisation software is to be purchased separately from iPad/tablet manufacturer or third party.
- Tested for temperature rise limits in different conditions while charging with closed lid – the test report can be supplied upon request.
- CE certified, Danish design – manufactured in Europe.

Option: with or without LCD display
Specifikationer
Length:
627 mm
Height:
292 mm
Depth:
475 mm
Weight:
10 kg
NoteCase is designed for mini tablets in which the
connection sits on the short side.
Max. diameter for padlock: 9 mm
NoteCase comes with wheels and telescopic handle

With LCD display
Without LCD display

Article no.: NCASE-16IPMI-NS2-D-SC
Article no.: NCASE-16IPMI-NS2-SC
UK Code: 5002
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